
In 2010, AFC Trident began manufacturing, importing and distributing 

durable cases and other accessories for smartphones and tablets out  

of a small facility in Chino, California, near Los Angeles.

Good things happened … and happened fast.

The company launched the toughest smartphone and tablet cases  

in the market, along with the largest color selection for these products. 

Soon heavy hitters in the accessory industry placed regular orders. 

Sales exploded. AFC Trident’s annual revenues doubled. The start-up 

outgrew two ware houses in two years. It opened a United States 

manufacturing facility to complement its facility in China. 

The high-tech company also felt growing pains. 

The challenges of success 
In Chief Executive Officer Lip Yow’s business, speed wins. AFC Trident’s 

turnaround/lead time, design to delivery, takes just 45 days. 

It’s a good thing. Consumer tastes change almost that fast.

“It’s one of the unique characteristics of the mobile-wireless industry,” 

says Lip. “The life cycle of our products is usually only three to six 

months. About 95 percent of our shipments come in by air freight,  

so cost and shipping time is a major concern for us.”

The start-up’s fast start meant a growing blur of order-taking, delivery 

and shipment. 

At first, orders streamed into the Chino warehouse as small packages, 

the healthy result of a portfolio that included six different product 

series, with more than 550 SKUs, available in more than 80 colors. 

CASE STUDY

challenge:
Orders for AFC Trident’s award-
winning, tough and stylish cases 
for wireless devices poured in so 
fast that shipments overwhelmed 
the warehouse. Product arrived in 
multitudes of colors and categories 
from Chinese manufacturers, adding 
to growing pains. Could a start-up 
overcome its own success? 

solution:
UPS warehouse optimization  
and smart solutions in the supply 
chain removed bottlenecks 
and saved AFC Trident $500,000 
annually in shipping costs. 

a Tough case To crack
uPs® soluTions helPed durable smarTPhone cases geT To markeT fasTer.



One day, Vice President of Operations John Chi 

found himself confronted by 800 packages 

from 10 different purchase orders. The sheer 

volume threatened a supply chain bottleneck.

How could AFC Trident move smartphone and 

tablet cases through the warehouse more 

efficiently, with less confusion and expense?

The answer: Get UPS on the case.

soluTions for Today
Think of the UPS solution for AFC Trident  

as … well … a case study.

John Chi met with UPS in 2010. He wanted 

automated shipping, customer service and 

bill reconciliation in his supply chain, all 

improvements to business processes that 

would free up his 10-person operation.

UPS quickly sleuthed out the biggest log  

in the logjam — an outdated inventory  

man agement system.

The solution? Improve that system to reduce 

inventory errors and allow right-size staffing. 

The fix would process shipments more quickly 

to keep pace with high sales growth.

AFC Trident soon extended the new inventory 

management integration into WorldShip®, 

giving it a best-practice shipping capability with 

improved visibility and new logistics flexibility. 

UPS also examined the full import supply chain 

from China. Time- and money-saving solutions 

popped up everywhere. UPS palletized air 

freight, arranging shipments by purchase order 

and color, among other specifications. And UPS 

artfully packed shipments to pass exacting 

customer standards. 

UPS introduced better global shipping tools: 

UPS Import Control®, UPS Paperless® Invoice, 

Quantum View®, and other delivery solutions 

customized for AFC Trident.

“I would say UPS saved us about 40 percent 

on freight cost, with faster lead times and 

productivity increases,” says Chi. “But the 

cost savings is only part of the value UPS 

provided. Our faster time to market also 

means products reach distributors sooner, 

providing a competitive advantage.”

soluTions for Tomorrow
At present, the majority of AFC Trident’s 

business is from the United States. The company 

plans to aggressively expand internationally  

in 2013 and beyond. It ultimately wants  

to increase its global business by more than  

20 percent, creating a 60-percent U.S., 

40-percent international mix on the books.

The company sees UPS on the case.

“UPS will work with us on managing global 

warehouse and inventory,” says Chi. “It’s 

uncharted territory for us. For territories such 

as India and the Middle East, we need UPS 

expertise to distribute our products efficiently  

so we can effectively penetrate these markets.”

CEO Lip says the UPS account team’s energy  

and commitment have won his trust … and 

that’s the key to partnership for the long term.

“The biggest benefit is that UPS is a one-stop 

shop for all our needs,” he says. “The seamless 

integration of UPS with our U.S. and China 

teams, the overall cost savings we get with 

the best rates possible, and the nearly perfect 

execution … those are keys to our success.

“We can execute our business plan knowing 

UPS will be there to carry it out for us. It brings 

peace of mind.”

Case closed.

AfC TriDEnT VAlUE 
ProPoSiTion

•  WorldShip® helped AFC 
Trident streamline shipping 
services to save tens 
of thou sands of dollars 
annually and reduce supply 
chain labor costs by more 
than 30 hours per week.

•  Quantum View Manage®  
and Quantum View Manage 
International saved nearly 
an hour a week in labor 
costs, reducing calls to 
inquire about shipment  
status.

•  Customized delivery 
solutions enable palletized 
inbound international 
deliveries that reduced costs 
by 40 percent, with faster 
lead times and productivity 
increases.

•  Billing automation cut  
1.8 hours per week in  
labor costs.
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